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§1. Introduction and statement of the results

In this second part of a series of papers, we study when a set of compact
leaves in an elementary transversely affine foliation can be erased. Refer to
[Ts] for notations and some basic properties on elementary transversely affine
foliations.

Let M be a closed C°°-manifold and £F a codimension one, elementary trans-
versely affie foliation on M. Let U be a connected component of M— \J{K\K
is a compact leaf of 3}. Note that the boundary of U, denoted by dU, consists
of compact leaves of 3". We say that the union of compact leaves dU can be
erased if there are transversely affine foliation J Ό n M and an open neighbour-
hood N(U) of U which satisfy following conditions:

(1) The holonomy homomorphism of F' coincides with that of EF.
(2) The restricted foliations 3\M-NCU) and F\M-Nω^ are diffeomorphic.
(3) The restricted foliation ^\N(.m does not have a compact leaf.
We state the main theorem of this paper.

MAIN THEOREM. Let M be a closed C°°-manifold. Let % be a transversely
oriented, codimension one, elementary transversely affine foliation on M. Let
φ: MxR->M be a non-singular flow transverse to £F. Let U_be a connected com-
ponent of M—\J{K\K is a compact leaf of EF}. Assume dUΦ0.

Then the union of compact leaves dU can be erased if and only if the fol-
lowing condition (c) is satisfied:

(c) There exists a C^-function a:dU->R+ such that the imbedding x^>
<p(x, a{x)) of dU into M is transverse to F.

If the dimension of M is not greater than 3, it is seen that the condition
(c) is always satisfied. So we get the following corollaries.

COROLLARY 1. Let M be a closed C™-manifold of dimension 2 or 3. Let 3
be a transversely oriented, codimension one, elementary transversely affine foliation
on M. Then there exists a foliation <3r on M which is defined by a non-singular
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closed one form.

COROLLARY 2. Let (M, g) be as in corollary 1. Then the manifold M fibers
over the circle S1.

These corollaries were obtained independently by Meigniez [M]. An ex-
ample due to Ghys is also stated in [M] which shows that the corollaries 1 and
2 are not true if the dimension of M is greater than 3.

In § 2, we prove the "if" part of the main theorem. In § 3, we prove the
"only if" part of the main theorem and corollaries. In § 4, we remark that the
main theorem and the corollaries are essentially true for topological transversely
affine foliations.

§2. Proof of the main theorem

In this section we prove the "if" part of the main theorem. The "only if"
part is proved in § 3.

Let (M, 20 and φ be as in the main theorem. Let π : M-+M be the uni-
versal covering of M. Let D: M-+R be the developing submersion and h : πx(M)
-•Aff+(Λ) the holonomy homomorphism defining the transversely affine structure
of £F. Since ΘUΦ0, the image h{πλ(M)) is abelian and fixes a point t^R.
Passing to an equivalent structure if necessary, we may assume that to=O and
Λ(ffi(M))cGL+(l, R). Then we have D(π-\dΠ))=0. Reversing the transverse
orientation of 9" and the orientation of φ if necessary, we may assume that
D(π~χU))CZ(—<y=>, 0) and the flow ψ is directed outward on all the compact leaves
in dΠ. Note in particular that U coincides with the interior of U (see [In] and
[Ts]).

Let AT be a compact leaf in dU. Let N(K) be the ^-saturation of K. Let
hκ' πi(/O-»GL+(l, R) be the composition; hκ=h°cκ# where cκ*' π^K^π^M)
is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion map cκ' K-+M.

(2.1) LEMMA. The restrictions of SF and ψ on N(K) define a locally trivial
foliated R-bundle structure ou N(K) whose total holonomy homomorphism coincides
with the map hκ>

Proof. Since φ is pointing outward on all the compact leaves in dU, the
map φκ: KxR-*N(K) obtained by restricting the flow φ is a diffeomorphism.
Consider the foliation ψ%{^£) on KxR. It is transverse to the R-ίactor and it
has Kx{0} as a compact leaf. Thus the foliation <p£(2θis a foliated /^-bundle
over K. On the other hand, since £F is elementary, it is almost without holo-
nomy. By a theorem of Imanishi on without holonomy foliations [Im, Theorem
3.1], any path in K can be lifted to any preassigned leaf of ψ%{S). This is
equivalent to saying that the foliated i?-bundle <pκ(%) is locally trivial.
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Finally, it follows from the definition of transversely afϊine structures that
the total holonomy homomorphism of φ%{F) coincides with the map hκ. The
lemma is proved.

Let 3 and φ be the lifts of £F and ψ to M respectively. Let K and N(K)
be as in (2.1). Let K be a connected component of π~\K) and N(K) the φ-
saturation of K. Note that N(K) coincides with the connected component of
π~\N(K)) containing K. Since the foliation 3 is defined by the developing
submersion D, we get the following corollary to (2.1).

(2.2) COROLLARY. There is a diffeomorphism FR : KxR-*N(K) which satisfies
the following conditions:

(1) For each x^K, the image FR({X}XR) coincides with the flowline of φ
passing through x.

(2) For each x^K and t^ΞR, we have D°Fκ(xy t)=t.

(2.3) LEMMA. Suppose that the condition (c) of the main theorem is satisfied.
Then there is a C°°-submersion f it: KxR-^R which satisfies the following con-
ditions :

(1) The image of f a is contained in (0, oo).
(2) There is a smooth function c: K->R+ such that f&(x, t)=\t\ for \t\^

c(x).

Proof. Let a:dU-^>R+ be the function given in the condition (c) of the

main theorem. Let b: K->R+ be the function determined by the following

formula

φ(Z, a(π(x)))=Fg(x9 b{x)), where

Note that the function b is a submersion by the condition (c). Put c(Jc)=
2 b(x).

Choose a C°°-function φ: KxR->R such that

(1) ψ(χ, t)=φ(x, -t), for each XΪΞK and t~R,

(2) φ(x, t), is monotone increasing in t when ί<Ξ(0,

(3) φ{x, ί)=0, if and only if 0<t^b(x), and

(4) φ(x, 0 = 1 , if and only if c{x)^t.

Define fg:KxR->R by

-{l-ψ(x, t)}.

Then it is obvious that the map f R satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of
the lemma.

We shall check that the map f R is a submersion.
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Let (*, t)€ΞKχR be such that \t\^c(x). Then we have fR(χf 0=1*1, and
the differential DfR of the map fR is surjective at (x, t).

Let (x, t)(ΞKxR be such that \t\^b(x). Then we have fκ(x, t)=b(x), and
the differential Df % is surjective at (x, t).

Let (£, t)^KxR be such that 6(Jc)<ί<c(Jc). Then we have

^f(xf t)=φ(Z, t)-{b(x)-t}^r(

Thus the differential £>/# is surjective at (Jc, ί)
Finally, let (*, t)(ΞKχR be such that —c(jc)<ί<—fe(Jc). Then we have

t}^{xy 0<0.

Thus the differential £>/# is surjective at (x, t).
We have proved the lemma.

Now we can prove the "if" part of the main theorem.

Proof of the "if" part of the main theorem: For a compact leaf K in dU,
let N(K) be the ̂ -saturation of K. We shall modify the developing submersion
D: M->R in \J{π~ι{{N{K)))\K is a compact leaf in dU} and get a new develop-
ing map D\

A connected component of π"\(N(K))) has the form N(K) where K is a
connected component of π~\K) and N(K) is the ^-saturation of K. Define
D'R: N(K)->R by Dfκ=fκoFκ'1 where / * and i ^ are maps obtained in (2.2)
and (2.3).

Define D': M->R by

D on M-\J{π-\(N{K)))\K is a
compact leaf in dU}~π~\U)

-D on r ^ ί / V u f r W ) ) ) ^ is a

compact leaf in dU}

D'K on N(K), where K is a compact leaf
in dΠ and ̂  is a lift of K.

By (2.2) (2) and (2.3) (2), the map D' is a well-defined smooth map. By
(2.3), the map Dr is a submersion. By the definition, the map Dr is /z-equivariant.

Let N(U)=\J{N(K)\K is a compact leaf in dU}\jU. Then, by (2.2) and
(2.3), the map Df satisfies the following conditions:

(1) D'=D on π-\M-N(U))f and

(2) D'(π-KN(U)))C2(0,oo).
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Let £F' be the underlying foliation of the transversely affine structure (Df, h).
It is easy to see from (1) and (2) above that £F' satisfies the conditians (1), (2)
and (3) in § 1. Thus we have proved the "if" part of the main theorem.

§ 3. Proof of corollaries

Let (A/, 20 and U be as in the main theorem. As in the first paragraph of
§2, we may and do assume that Λ(πi(M))cGL+(l, R) and D(π-\dU))=0. Let
K be a compact leaf in dU. Let hκ: πί(K)-^GL+(lt R) be the composition hκ—
h°lκ% where tκ$' πi(K)->πi(M) is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion
map cκ: K-*M. Let (Ehκ, ^uκ) be the foliated Jβ-bundle over K defined by the
representation hκ.

(3.1) LEMMA. The condition (c) of the main theorem is equivalent to either
of the following conditions (c') or (c'f).

(cf) For each compact leaf K in dU, there exists a non-zero section sκ of
(Ehκ, $hK) transverse to 3hκ. _

(c") For each compact leaf K in dU, the cohomology class pK of the map
log°hκ: πι{K)—>R is represented by a non-singular closed one form on K.

Proof. By (2.1), a neighbournood of K is foliation preservingly diffeomor-
phic to Ehκ. The imbedding x*-+φ(x, a(x)) of K into M as in (c) corresponds
to a non-zero transverse section to Ehκ via this diffeomorphism. This proves
the equivalence of (c) and (cf).

We prove the equivalence of {cr) and (cff). Let ωγ be a closed one form on
K which represents the cohomology class pκ Let π: K-^K be the universal
covering of K. Since π*(α>i) is exact, there is a function g: K->R+ such that
π*(ω1)=rf log (g). Consider the function / : KXR-+R defined by f(x, t)=t/g(x).
Since g is /z-equivariant, the function / induces a function / : Ehκ->R. Simi-
larly, the non-singular one form Ω—dt/g on KxR induces a non-singular one
form Ω on Ehκ. We have the relation Ω—df+f-ωx.

Now assume (c') Let sκ be a non-zero transverse section of the foliated

bundle Ehτc. Then the form ω~ -^— — —r——+β>i is a non-singular closedκ f°Sκ f°sκ

one form on K which belongs to the class pκ> Thus we have (c")
Conversely, assume (cff) and choose a non-singular closed one form ω whose

cohomology class is pκ. Define a function r: K-±R+ by r(x)=exp Π Λ π*ω)

where x0 is a base point of K and the integral is taken along some path con-
necting XQ to x. Since the function r is /z-equivariant, the map s: K->KxR,
s(χ)=(χ, r{x)) projects down to a section s of Ehκ. Clearly, the section s is
non-zero and is transverse to Fhκ. So we get (c'). The lemma is proved.

Now we can prove the "only if" part of the main theorem.
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Proof of the "only if" part of the main theorem: Let (M, £F) and U be as
in the main theorem. As usual, we assume D(π~\U))=0 and /ι(πi(M))C
GL+(1, R). Suppose dU can be erased. Then there exists an /ι-equivariant
submersion D': M-^R such that D'=D on π'\M~-N{U)) and D'(π-\N(U)C1
R— {0}, where N(U) is an open neighbourhood of U. Let if be a compact leaf
in 9£/ and K its lift to M. We use the notations of (3.1). As in the last para-
graph of the proof of (3.1), the map s: K-*KxR, s(x)=(x, D'(x)) defines a non-
zero section of Ehjζ transverse to 3hκ. So the condition (cf) is satisfied. By
(3.1), the condition (c) is satisfied. This completes the proof of the main
theorem.

(3.2) LEMMA. Let M be a closed 3-manifold and F a codimension-one, trans-
versely oriented, elementary transversely affine foliation on M. Then each com-
pact leaf of F is diffeomorphic to the torus T2.

Proof. Let U be a connected component of M— \J{K\K is a compact leaf
of £F}. Then the transverse orientation of F is directed either simultaneously
outward on all the compact leaves in dU or simultaneously inward on them
[In]. Then, from a theorem of Goodman [G], it follows that each compact
leaf in d U is diffeomorphic to a torus. The lemma is proved.

With these preliminaries, we can prove the corollaries.

Proof of Corollary 1: Let (M, £F) be as in Corollary 1. If the dimension
of M is 2, then each compact leaf of 3 is a circle. If the dimension of M is 3,
then, by (3.2), each compact leaf of £F is diffeomorphic to a torus. In either
case, each cohomology class of a compact leaf is represented by a harmonic one
form. Thus the condition (c") of (3.1) is always satisfied. So, by (3.1), the
condition (c) of the main theorem is satisfied. By a repeated application of the
main theorem, we can erase all the isolated compact leaves of £F to get an ele-
mentary transversely affine foliation £F' on M which is either without compact
leaves or is a bundle foliation. The foliation £F' is defined by a non-singular
closed one form (see [B]). The corollary is proved.

Proof of Corollary 2: This follows directly from Corollary 1 and the
Tischler fibration theorem [Ti].

§ 4. Remark

Although we have treated smooth transversely affine foliations, the main
theorem and the corollary 2 are literally true for topological transversely affine
foliations (see [Ts]). The Corollary 1 is true in the following sense.

COROLLARY Γ. Let M be a closed C°°-manifold of dimension 2 or 3. Let 3
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be a transversely oriented, codimension one, elementary topological transversely

affine foliation on M. Then there is a foliation <3t on M which is without holo-

nomy.
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